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Abstract

Background The California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP) has employed strategies to change social norms around smoking in order to decrease the prevalence of smoking and tobacco-related diseases. Research is scarce on CTCP’s impact on overall smoking cessation in California.

Methods Tobacco Use Supplement to the Current Population Survey (TUS-CPS) data from 1992—1993 to 2006–2007 was used to create a cessation-related outcome index (CROI), which was a summarised z score of the following determinants: plan to quit, quit attempt and recent quit rate for each of the 50 US states. CROI trends over the period of six separate TUS-CPSs were plotted for California and other comparison states, for 18–34 year olds and for those 35 years or older separately in the context of historical cigarette price z score trend.

Results California had a consistently high CROI for both age groups. The CROI trend line increased moderately in California for both age groups despite a declining cigarette price z score trend. In contrast, other selected states with a declining price z score trend had a declining CROI trend for both age groups.

Conclusions The increase of CROI in California while cigarette price z score trend declined suggests that the implementation of CTCP, even without a significant direct cessation component, has had a profound impact on cessation outcomes.

Introduction

In 1988, California voters approved Proposition 99 which increased the state’s cigarette tax by $0.25 and designated one-quarter of the increased revenue to the development of a comprehensive tobacco control programme including a statewide media campaign and funding to local health departments, community-based organisations, schools and agencies working with high risk populations. While some early antismoking programmes focused on the promotion of cessation messages and provision of behavioural interventions and services, the funding level of California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP) has prohibited the provision of equal and comprehensive cessation coverage to an estimated 4 million smokers in California. Instead, CTCP has focused on changing social norms around smoking, primarily through policy efforts and a statewide media campaign to curb smoking consumption and decrease tobacco-related diseases. CTCP’s programme priorities include the development of policies to reduce secondhand smoke exposure, counter pro-tobacco industry influences and control the accessibility of tobacco products.

CTCP has been responsible for successfully reducing smoking in California. Previous research has attributed declines in smoking prevalence, declines in per capita cigarette consumption, and declines in tobacco-related diseases to the California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP). Additionally, the reduced smoking prevalence rate in California relative to other states has been associated with substantial and growing reductions in per capita state healthcare expenditures.

Declines in smoking prevalence and per capita cigarette consumption are attributed to reducing initiation (preventive effect) and increasing cessation (treatment effect). Among multiple tobacco control strategies, the effect of cigarette price on cessation behaviour (increased price can result in reduced initiation and increased cessation) has been extensively studied. Over time, all US states experienced significant increases in cigarette price, especially after the Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) in 1998. More recently, many states have passed legislation to increase their state cigarette excise tax. However, most tobacco control programmes rarely have control over tax policies. Cigarette price has been stagnant in California since early 2000 when the vast majority of the states in the US raised their cigarette taxes. California is one of the only three states that actually saw a slight decrease in real cigarette price between 2001 and 2006.

In the absence of a substantial cessation treatment component and aggressive tax policies, which are not under the Program’s control, CTCP has relied heavily on its social norm change strategies (including mass media and local policy efforts) to influence smokers’ quitting behaviour. Previous research has established links between the presence of smoke-free policies and increased cessation-related behaviour; as well as relationships between the presence of mass media campaigns and smoking cessation, though the relationships were weaker and less definitive at the population level. Only a limited number of population-level studies have examined the effect of a community-focused and policy-driven tobacco control programme on direct cessation outcomes.

In the present study, we identified three measures of cessation behaviour from the Tobacco Use Supplement to the Current Population Survey (TUS-CPS). By combining these three measures, we compiled a cessation-related outcome index (CROI) to represent cessation behaviour rankings among 50
US states. An upward CROI trend line for California would suggest that California, despite a declining standing in cigarette price relative to other states and limited focus on tobacco cessation and treatment, has made progress on cessation measures. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to comparatively study a cessation outcome trend over a long period of time in the context of differential cigarette price changes across US states.

METHODS
Adult quitting behaviour data source
State-level data related to quitting behaviour was taken from the TUS-CPS. TUS-CPS is a national survey on tobacco use sponsored by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and conducted by the US Census Bureau. The CPS surveys approximately 50,000–60,000 households each month to obtain labour force information and other characteristics for household members 15 years or older. Since 1992, NCI has sponsored supplements to exclusively collect tobacco use data during certain months of the year. To date, TUS-CPS data are available for 1992–1995, 1995–1996, 1998–1999, 2001–2002, 2003 and for 2006–2007. The combined years reflect data collection for consecutive calendar years. The combined sample size (3 months) for each year ranges from 240,000 in 2003 to almost 500,000 in the 1992–1993 and 2006–2007 survey years. TUS-CPS has used a mixture of in-person surveys and telephone interviews to collect information. Although respondents sometimes provide information for other household members (proxy response), most provide information about themselves and response rates for self-respondents are over 60%. To minimise the effect of population change over time and population differences between states, analyses were only conducted among non-Hispanic white self-respondents aged 18 years or older. We conducted separate analyses for younger adults (18–34 years old) and older adults (35 years or older) to control for the effect of age, which has been recognised as one of the main predictors of smoking and cessation behaviour, as well as its response to price increase. TUS-CPS-recommended weights were used in the analysis to account for selection probabilities from the sampling design and adjust for survey non-response.

Measures used to construct a CROI
After reviewing previous studies and the TUS-CPS instruments for all 6 years when surveys were conducted, we identified three variables to construct the CROI. The CROI is designed to comprehensively and comparatively reflect the overall ‘quitting behaviour status’ for each state (excluding the District of Columbia due to small sample size). These three variables represent direct cessation outcomes, such as quit attempt and successful quit rate, and also short-term outcomes such as establishing a quit plan. The z scores were computed for each variable and represent an individual state’s ranking on each cessation measure. We then took the mean of these three sets of z scores as the CROI.

Quit plan
TUS-CPS asks current smokers ‘are you planning to stop within the next 30 days?’ A smoker’s short-term quit plan has been linked to quit attempts and successful quitting.

Quit attempt
A quit attempt is defined as a smoker’s actual cessation action, and is believed to drive successful quitting, short term and long term. Recent studies have shown that even when quit attempts end in relapse, smokers who attempted to quit were more likely to reduce their daily cigarette consumption. In the TUS-CPS, current smokers were asked ‘during the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for 1 day or longer because you were trying to quit smoking?’ We defined a ‘yes’ answer as having a quit attempt in the past year. Duration of a quit attempt and frequency of quit attempts were also considered as ideal measures for the CROI, but sample size for both of these measures were too small at the state level.

Recent quit rate
Recent quit rate (RQR) is the direct measure of cessation outcome. We defined RQR as the percentage of persons, who were daily smokers 12 months prior to the survey, who were abstinent for a minimum of 5 months. This is a commonly used measure of recent quit success in population-based studies and in clinical trials.

Cigarette price or price change as a confounding factor
As noted earlier, cessation-related behaviour was found to be influenced by cigarette price. In order to control for price fluctuations over time, we plotted the z scores of cigarette price along with the CROI scores. Choosing a specific year’s cigarette price for the analysis required serious deliberation. Most CPS survey waves had cross-year data, while tax policies in many cases were implemented at the beginning of a certain year. In addition, the price effect on cessation could occur instantly and gradually. For example, a significant increase in price could immediately trigger more quit attempts and quit plans, and may also prevent recent quitters from relapsing. At the same time, a price increase a year previously could lead to better short-term successful cessation rates (measured as abstinence for 3 or more months in a 1-year span) as well as more quit attempts and quit plans due to residual pressure from the higher price. Taking these factors into consideration, we used 3-year average or 2-year average price to plot the trend. For example, the average price for the years 1994, 1995 and 1996 was used for the 1995–1996 survey and the average price for years 2002 and 2003 was used for the 2003 survey (because all 2003 surveys were conducted within the same calendar year).

Previous studies suggest that young adults may be more sensitive to price change and may differ in cessation behaviour compared to their older counterparts. In this study, we calculated and plotted CROI for young adults (18–34 years old) and older adults (35 years old or older) separately. Although the CROI trend line for California alone could indicate how California’s cessation outcomes perform relative to other states due to the standardised nature of the z score, we plotted CROI for four groups of other states in order to gain more understanding of the CROI trend and its relationship to the cigarette price trends. Price is influential to the cessation outcome, but the presence of a sustained tobacco control programme is essential to maintain or improve cessation outcomes in absence of significant price increase.

Group 1: States with a declining price rank trend
California had a general declining trend for relative rank of cigarette price between 1992 and 2006. A total of 20 other states also had declining price rank trends during the same time period (Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, North Dakota, Nebraska, Nevada, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washington and Wisconsin). These states were grouped and their CROI averages were plotted along with their average
price rank to provide a clear picture of the general trend of CROI in the context of a declining cigarette price standing.

**Group 2: Florida and Minnesota**
Similar to California, Florida and Minnesota had a substantial decline in cigarette price standing (as of 2007). They were singled out from group 1 states because they also have a history of tobacco control, especially Minnesota, which was considered as the first state to have a comprehensive state tobacco control programme. However, tobacco control efforts were interrupted at times in these states.44–47

**Group 3: Arizona, Massachusetts and Oregon**
Similar to California, these states have a long-running tobacco control programme, with the exception that OR, and MA’s programmes were severely defunded around 2003.48 49 Their cigarette price standing either remained flat (Oregon) or increased (Arizona and Massachusetts).

**Group 4: New Jersey and New York**
New York and New Jersey participated in the ASSIST study in the 1990s.50 Similar to California, these states had high cigarette price standing at the time of the first survey (1992–1995). Unlike California, they had had a substantial increase in cigarette price z score trend and their cigarette prices have been consistently high. In recent years, New York has had a well funded comprehensive tobacco control programme but the results may not be apparent in the historical trend analysis.

**Data analysis**
For each of the three measures—quit plan, quit attempt and recent quit rate—we calculated the percentages and computed z scores for each of the 50 US states in order to obtain each state’s relative standing on each measure. We then took the means of these three z scores for each state to form the CROI score. Repeating the procedure for each survey year allowed us to obtain state CROI score for 1992, 1993, 1995–1996, 1998–1999, 2001–2002, 2003 and 2006–2007.

We used SAS V9.1 (SAS Institute, College Station, Texas, USA) to produce point estimates (PROC MEANS and PROC FREQ procedure) and correlation analyses (PROC CORR procedure). Appropriate self-response weighting variables were used to compute the point estimates. The z scores were computed in Microsoft Excel 2003 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, USA) using the STANDARDIZE function.

Year to year cigarette price data was abstracted from *The Tax Burden on Tobacco*56 and entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to calculate average cigarette price over years.

We calculated average CROI scores for six surveys and plotted them to show general strength of cessation-related outcomes in a 15-year span. We then plotted the CROI trend with simple linear regression line for young adults and older adults along with cigarette price z score trend using R language (http://www.r-project.org/). CROI trend and cigarette price z score trend were plotted for California and other groups of states.

**RESULTS**

**Average CROI scores by age group in California and other US states**
CROI scores were computed for each state for each survey year by summing the z scores for each CROI component. Figure 1 shows the average CROI scores for the six surveys. States were placed in groups of 10 based on their CROI scores for convenient reading purpose. During this six-survey period, California ranked fifth in CROI score (0.86) for the 18–34-year-old group and sixth (0.80) for those 35 or older.

California was also ranked high in the individual variables that form the CROI, especially the successful quitting measure. Among 50 states, California was ranked fourth in short-term successful cessation for young adults and a very close second to Rhode Island for the older adult group (data not shown). California was ranked 7th and 11th in quit attempts for the young adult group and the older adult group, respectively. Regarding the plan to quit measure, California was ranked ninth and seventh for the young and older age groups, respectively.

**CROI trend in the context of cigarette price**
In general, for young and older adults CROI score trend lines moved up or down following the cigarette price trend line. Figure 2 shows the CROI score trend lines for California and four comparison groups of states. The group of states that had a declining price standing trend (group 1) also had a declining...
CROI trend for young and older adults. In contrast, California CROI trend lines moved moderately upward for young adults and older adults despite significant declines in cigarette price trend over the years, indicating an improvement in cessation-related outcome standing relative to other states. California CROI standing reached its peak before the year 2000 and has remained at a relatively high level through recent years.

Florida and Minnesota experienced significant declines in price standing over the course of this study, and their CROI trends also declined. Although plotted together, individual CROI trends were similar for Florida and Minnesota (data not shown).

Arizona and Massachusetts experienced significant increases in cigarette price standing and Oregon’s cigarette price standing remained relatively stable over time. Following the price trend closely, young adult CROI trended upward in these states. However, the CROI trend for older adults experienced relatively large decline. Again, although plotted using average CROI scores of these three states, the declining trend for older adults was observed in each individual state as well (data not shown).

Similar to California, New York and New Jersey had high cigarette price standing at the beginning of 1990s; but unlike California who saw their price standing drop significantly in 2000s, New York and New Jersey enjoyed consistently high and increasing cigarette price standing among US states. CROI trend for young and older adults in New York and New Jersey increased moderately over years.

Figure 2. CROI score in California and other selected U.S. states, 1992–1993 to 2006–2007.

DISCUSSION

As a summary ranking score for multiple measures of quitting behaviour, the CROI reflects the relative status of overall cessation outcomes for each state. The advantage of using a composite score formed from different measures of quitting behaviour instead of one single outcome, is that the final score (ranking) reflects the end cessation result (ie, quit ratio) and also different stages along the quitting continuum. Thus, the CROI is comprehensive in nature and offers a sensible measurement of cessation outcomes for evaluation and comparison purposes, increasingly important for public health professionals and policy makers at the state or national level.

Raw percentages for some CROI components, such as past year quit attempts and plan to quit within the next 3 months, saw improvements at the national level from 1992–1993 to 2007 (data not shown), which indicated healthy cessation progress in the US. In this context, the cessation progress measure (CROI) adopted in the present study shows that California ranked consistently high in cessation outcomes among the states and also had a moderate upward trend for over 15 years for young and older adult populations, indicating improved overall cessation outcomes in California relative to the rest of the US despite a substantial decrease in cigarette price standing among all the US states.

In general, states with a downward trend in cigarette price standing also saw a downward trend in CROI, which was expected based on the theory of price elasticity on cigarette demand. We observed this trend in states with limited tobacco control exposure and in states with certain level of tobacco
control historically. In the cases of Florida and Minnesota, both states experienced ‘on-and-off’ periods in tobacco control funding and programme activities due to external reasons at the state level.44–47

Similarly, states with an upward trend in cigarette price standing were more likely to see an upward trend in CROI (data not shown). Again, we observed this trend in states with limited tobacco control exposure, in states with a history of tobacco control efforts and even among some tobacco growing states such as Kentucky. That is the case for New Jersey and New York in our analysis. Arizona, Massachusetts and Oregon showed significant improvement in young adult cessation outcome standing, but a downward trend for older adult CROI. This may be attributed to the fact that young adult cessation behaviours are considered to be more sensitive to cigarette price increases32,33, and all three states had substantial programme components targeting youth. The decreasing CROI trend seen for older adults in these states may also be attributed to the interruption of statewide tobacco control efforts.

By comparing California to the groups of selected states, we gained better understanding regarding the dynamics of the CROI trend in relation to cigarette price standing trend. Given the significant price standing decline, California’s CROI would have been a declining trend similar to that of Florida, Minnesota or other states with declining price standing trends in general. Instead, the CROI trend in California resembled the slightly increasing trend seen in New York and New Jersey, where both states experienced significant cigarette price standing increases.

Our analyses demonstrate that California made progress in cessation standing in the context of declining price standing and in the absence of an extensive direct cessation service component. Although California is the pioneer regarding statewide telephone counselling to assist smokers with quitting, the capacity of the state quitline (the California Smoker’s Helpline) has been limited due to budget constraints. The Helpline serves an average of 40,000 smokers each year while California has an average prevalence of 4 million smokers. Providing a state-sponsored nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) programme is also unrealistic due to limited funding. In other words, any progress made in cessation behaviour change would depend heavily on CTCP’s social norm change strategies that combine a statewide mass media campaign with community interventions focusing on policy change. The evidence from this study suggests that a relatively sustained programme such as CTCP could indeed achieve progress or at least stability on relative cessation measures through current strategies.

Among the states presented in this study, California has the longest continuously running tobacco control programme. The longevity of the Program could contribute to California’s relatively positive and stable CROI progress due to either a cohort effect or a residual effect. For example, individuals who had been exposed to tobacco control efforts for more time may be more likely to quit even after becoming smokers in later years.

Having a strong policy-oriented anti-tobacco programme does not completely protect California from the negative impacts of a drastically declining cigarette price standing. California’s CROI for both age groups dropped in 2005 (before recovering in 2007) which coincided with a severe decline in cigarette price standing. A significant cigarette price increase and additional funding to strengthen cessation services could further improve California’s cessation standing.22,51

Due to the relative nature of the CROI, it is important to note that a low CROI score or a decline in CROI score does not necessarily indicate ‘a poor job’ or a ‘slowing down’ regarding cessation progress, and may only suggest that cessation progress in a specific state was ‘not as good’ or ‘not as fast’ as progress observed in other states. Similarly, an increased CROI score may indicate better or faster cessation progress relative to other states.

The current analysis could be improved by obtaining a larger sample size for some states. Although the TUS-CPS is arguably the largest survey of its kind, sample sizes for some states, especially with smokers as our main analytical interest, were very small after controlling for race/ethnicity. Point estimates for states with small sample sizes would show fluctuations from year to year, introducing inconsistency into other state rankings, as well as into the overall CROI analysis. Small sample sizes also prohibit more in-depth analysis for subpopulations, such as different age and socioeconomic groups. More consistent sample sizes over time and more consistent survey instruments would greatly facilitate future analyses. In addition, the TUS-CPS questionnaire was changed moderately in 1995–1996 and again significantly in 2005, which might contribute to inconsistency across time. This study sample only included non-Hispanic white self-respondents from the TUS-CPS and provides analyses for two separate adult age groups (in order to control for the demographic shift over time and to minimise population differences among states). More detailed demographic characteristics and socioeconomic status were not included in the current studies due to sample size restrictions.

In the future, the utilities of CROI analysis could be replicated and expanded. In addition to using the TUS-CPS, future research may involve aggregated data from each state Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System or state-specific Adult Tobacco Surveys to perform a similar ranking.

The current study of CROI suggests that the social norm change approach employed by California, which focuses on community policy change and mass media education (instead of the widespread provision of direct cessation services that are unavailable due to funding restraints), may be responsible for improving California’s overall cessation outcomes despite a significant decline of cigarette price standing. Most states and countries are currently facing an uncertain fiscal support for tobacco control. Therefore, the ability to use efficiently the limited resources that are available by promoting social norm change through policy efforts could yield an optimal return on investment.

**What this paper adds**

- Few population-level studies have examined the effect of a community-focused and policy-driven tobacco control programme on direct cessation outcomes.
- This study developed a composite cessation-related outcome index (CROI) that includes multiple cessation behaviour and outcome variables that can be used for trend monitoring and comparative analysis for cessation outcomes. The results showed that the CROI z score trend improved moderately in California despite decreasing cigarette price standing over the same period of time.
- This study provided evidence that the California Tobacco Control Program, although lacking a significant direct cessation component, has produced significant positive cessation outcomes at the population level.